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Improving flatness in ultraprecision machining by attenuating spindle motion errors KHANFIR H., REVEL P., PRELLE C., BONIS M. Laboratoire Roberval(UMR – CNRS) - Université de Technologie de Compiègne BP 649, 60206- Compiègne Cedex (France) ABSTRACT The aim of this paper is to present results of improvements of a magnetic-bearing spindle motion on roughness of a diamond-turned surface. Experiments were carried out on a precision lathe, with a single-point diamond tool. With such technique, achievable roughness on ductile materials reaches values less than 10 nm in Ra . Since ultra-precision machining tenet being that the work-piece shape will be an exact copy of the combination of the tool shape and tool path, then machine adjustments, notably spindle errors motion, and material nature are determinant factors to final roughness. It was established that adjusting dynamic balancing and attenuating harmonics effect in face motion of the spindle, by electronic compensation, improve appreciably surface roughness and flatness of diamond-turned ductile materials. KEYWORDS : Ultraprecision machining - Magnetic-bearing spindle - Flatness of ductile materials.



Introduction High Precision Turning (HPT) allows to obtain simultaneously, submicrometric accuracy and nanometric roughness without complementary operations such as grinding and polishing [KÖN 91]. Precise details required on the forms and/or the quality of surfaces, by more recent applications (ex : development of lasers, aerospace and nuclear applications), supported much the development of the ultraprecision machining. The combined use of an ultraprecision machine, very stiff and uncoupled from all vibrations, a correct and stable fixing, a rather rigid tool holder and a mono crystalline diamond cutting tool, allows removing material carefully and efficiently and so to reach surface qualities known as " polished mirror ". Although the experimentation of the process is approximately forty years old, progress is rather recent and slow. This is due, first, to the fact that industrial demand remained particular to very high technology fields and then to that the effective progress in related research was felt only these last ten years. The projections carried out in ultraprecision machining, are at the same time the result of
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the improvements made to the elements of the machine (spindle, slide-ways...), to the general construction of this one, the control of its environment, progress in electronics of control, and also the interest attributed to the cutting zone. Among the applications concerned with these improvements, we can quote very high speed bearings and surfaces having to guarantee an excellent sealing, but mechanical noiseless : they are for example parts of aluminium turbo pumps for rocket motors or of turbo propellers, in the field of aeronautics. For car industries, the needs are almost identical and concern parts requiring at the same time excellent surface quality and high accuracy in dimensions and in forms : hydraulic parts, pistons of injection, elements of turbo compressors... Allowing to achieve metallic mirrors or optics of special forms (aspherical, conical, off-axis), the high precision machining is becoming an increasingly mature technology. Except grinding, a more complex process, high precision turning supported much the developments of industries of optics, audio-visual and space technologies. The improvement to the extreme of surface qualities, as well in the field of roughness as on that of the geometry, is not the prerogative of some quite specific sectors. In the field of mechanics, "traditional" industries as those of hydraulics which seek to obtain the smoothest possible parts, are also concerned. The requirements of precision and surface quality fixed by designers today in various fields of mechanics, implies that the finishing of a part passes inevitably by several expensive operations such as correction, polishing, honing or grinding. The performances obtained by these processes (less than 10 nm in roughness and 0,3 µm in variation of form), are henceforth realisable on a unique machine by only one operation : single-point diamond turning (SPDT) for several non-ferrous metals or with CBN tools and ceramics for other materials. At the frontier of mechanics and optics, this recent technology is being developed more and more. Whereas with the conventional tools for turning an edge removes material, in our case the contact is carried out in only one point in the case of a mono crystalline diamond. With a judicious piloting of displacements of this point, and thanks to a high precision lathe and a great acuity of the edge, we reach surfaces of polished mirror quality (Ra less than 3 nm for pure aluminium and better than 6 nm for a 5083 or an AU4G alloys) and ultra precise forms, on ductile materials [BON 98]. 1. Ultraprecision machining technique 1.1. Machine description Like the majority of ultraprecision machines, our lathe have a T-slide architecture (see figure below), with two perpendicular slides (2 & 3), one carrying the spindle (1) and the other carrying the tool holder (6). 1.1.a. The base plate The vibration-isolated machine is built on a massive 1500 kg granite bed (4), which is mounted on 4 point self-levelling air isolation mounts (5). It has as a function to
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ensure an undeniable rigidity of the connections between the two slide-ways and to guarantee to life a dimensional and geometrical stability of the machine. Required accuracy on the parts produced in ultraprecision machining necessitates an indeformability of the machine and a high stiffness of each static or dynamic component of the unit. Otherwise, the granite bed has low heat conductance, low thermal expansion, and a very high thermal inertia, thus making the machine relatively insensitive to temperature changes, compared to conventional bases. 1.1.b. The spindle For conventional turning, machines feature a mechanical-bearing spindle. In our case, it is inadmissible to authorise wear phenomenon, heat released by friction between mechanical parts or significant vibrations as on traditional machines. To alleviate these sources of errors, in ultraprecision turning, the bearings used for the spindle are often aerostatic or hydrostatic. The first originality of our machine is to be equipped with a magnetic bearings spindle with an active control ; indeed, the ferromagnetic rotor is maintained in magnetic levitation by means of these bearings and thus eliminates the mechanical contact between stator and rotor. The spindle is made up of five bearings of which an axial one and four other radial (two in front and two on the back). In fact, a magnetic-bearing is represented by two electromagnets laid out in opposition and of an inductive detector allowing acquisition, uninterrupted, of possible displacements on the rotor. This detector delivers signals allowing correction of the instantaneous rotor’s position, in the event of a deviation from its nominal position : by controlling the currents in the electromagnets, the forces of magnetic pull have, always, tendency to bring back the rotor to its good position thanks to an electronic control loop [FOU 88]. So we are able by means of the five translators coupled to the detectors to correct a radial run-out or a tilt error motion, for example. It should be mentioned that the spindle is motorised with a DC motor which can reach a speed of approximately 2000 rpm.
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1.1.c. Slide-ways : Spindle slide (“Z”-axis) & Tool slide (“X”-axis) The spindle traverse carriage is supported and guided by a hydrostatic oil bearings slide-way for lowest possible friction and highest stiffness, using an optical encoder (Heindenhain, LIP 101) with 4 nm resolution for displacements control. In this slide, the translation drive is carried out by a brushless linear motor (about 100 mm of travel). It allows to improve the stiffness on this direction because the motion is transmitted directly to the load by the magnetic field. This motor is based on the ironless principle then it is free of magnetic attraction force. The incremental linear encoder measures the position of this motor. The global machine control is shown on the figure below : X-position feedback Personal Computer
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Figure.1



Control structure of the ultraprecision lathe



After the controller interpolation, the theoretical encoder resolution is about 0,1 nm. The controller includes a current loop and the position controller. This last one has a position loop, a speed loop (the motor speed is estimated from the position measurement) and an integration of the position error. This allows obtaining a highest accuracy and a very stable positioning behaviour (Figure.2). 20 nm steps 0
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Figure.2 The graph shows the Z-axis response to imposed 20 nm steps. Between each step, the linear motor position is stable at ± 4 nm.
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The tool traverse slide (X-axis) also has hydrostatic bearings support. Satelliterollers screw drives this slide with direct coupled D.C. servo motor. Slide displacements are controlled by a second optical encoder, similar to the one on “Z”axis. Maximum travel on this slide can reach 300 mm. For both slides, straightness is better than 0,3 µm over a travel of 100 mm [FOU 94].
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1.1.d. The tool holder In ultraprecision turning, to achieve high quality optical or mechanical mirrors until their centres, it is necessary to coincide spindle axis with the cutting edge height. The double tool holder fulfils this requirement in vertical adjustment ; positioning is ensured by two micrometric thumb-screws. The structure of the tool holder acquires a great stiffness, avoiding to the maximum possible vibrations or deformations. Its architecture offers a good flexibility as for the use of various tools, in various possible positions, according to the desired application. 1.2. Ultraprecision cutting tools 1.2.a. single-point diamond tools In ultraprecision machining, the tools used are primarily selected according to the nature of material to manufacture ; for the preparatory work of a sample (outline), we proceed commonly by the carbide-tipped tool or coated-carbide for a broad material range. The finishing operations, never exceeding depths of cut of 50 µm, are carried out either with the mono or polycrystalline diamond tool, or by ceramics plates, or finally by the nuance of cubic boron nitride tools (CBN) added with titanium nitride (TiN). Offering the best results, diamond remains by excellence the most prestigious tool for machining. Because of the extreme level of sharpness on the diamond cutting tool, very small forces are generated during machining process. The end result is a surface that exhibits optical qualities in both surface finish and form accuracy. Unlike carbide or CBN tools which have random grain orientation, single crystal diamond tools have a very clear and well defined grain orientation. When mounting the diamond tool in its shank, it is oriented in such manner as to make optimal use of the hardest plane. This provides for the longest possible tool life, while maximising the tool’s resistance to edge wear. Also, because of the single crystal structure of the diamond, it can be sharpened to a very high level, skimming atomic scale (edge radius can reach 5 nm) [YUA 96]. 1.2.b. materials All the materials considered in optical engineering or in high precision mechanics are not machinable with single-crystal diamond. The most obvious being ferrous metals and optical glass. The inability to cut ferrous metals is the result of a chemical reaction in the presence of oxygen between the diamond’s carbon and the steel’s carbon. This chemical reaction causes graphitization which rapidly destroys the cutting edge of the diamond tool. Generally, the diamond cutting is applied only for machining various soft nonferrous metals, remarkably ductile. In addition, several polymers and covalent crystals (Si, Ge) are also suitable for diamond machining.
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1.3. Surface characterisation To make it possible to analyse finished surfaces, locally we utilise an interferometry microscope (ZYGO-New View 200) using white light wavelength. This allowed to measure surface machined roughness with a resolution (X-Y) of respectively 1µm for the objective (x10) and 0,3 µm for (x50) and a vertical resolution (Z) very near of 0,1 nm. To avoid destroying highly roughness finished surfaces, a contactless technique is essential in ultraprecision characterisation. 2. Machining flat surfaces 2.1. Machining procedure 2.1.a. mounting and centring the part on the spindle axis of rotation Mechanical chuck can affect either geometrical quality (flatness, circularity, … ) or dimension accuracy because of the residual stress effect. For our experiments, samples were mounted by means an adhesive very thin layer on a magnetical support centred on the spindle plate. This mode is much more used for the non magnetic material samples (primarily non ferrous alloys or plastics and some allied steels), each time the part’s dimensions allow it, without stability problems during machining. To avoid possible errors in machining samples out of their symmetrical axis, centring is a must. The efficiency of this operation is tributary of that of the used indicator ; our indicator resolution is 1 µm. 2.1.b. the importance of tool height misalignment for the ultraprecision turning In conventional turning, the necessary precise details are not severe and it is tolerable to keep non-machined material in the centre of a faced sample. This adjustment is not of capital importance if the centre of the part is not concerned with machining. But very often, optical or mechanical engineering ask for manufacturing parts whose face must be of a polished state mirror and thus without any singularity. To be able to achieve correctly finished parts, in ultraprecision turning, the tool’s position must coincide with the axis of the spindle. The tool’s height adjustments are done according to two directions : vertically and laterally. To adjust the height of the cutting edge in the centre of a sample, it is advisable to analyse the central zone of this one under a microscope. Certain machines are equipped with a directly assembled microscope and making it possible to visualise the position of the tool, without having to dismount the sample. In the majority of the cases, the visualisation of the sample is not done in situ. The microscope enables analysing the anomaly which persists in the centre, following an operation of facing or any other facial machining (ex: realisation of a spherical or aspherical surface) and according to whether it is too high or too low compared to the central position, we observe a specific geometrical defect.
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2.2. Cutting parameters Machining conditions are the following : § facing a disk sample, measuring 35 mm outside diameter and 5 mm thickness ; § constant revolution speed : 1200 rpm ; § feed rate : 10 µm/rev ; § depth of cut : 10 µm (for finish) ; § with a mono crystalline diamond tool (rake angle 5° and edge radius 1,5 mm ) ; § a lubricating air pressed system with a fine mist of lubricant (HYPERZ OS type) is operating during machining ; § machined material is a pure aluminium at 99,9 %. 2.3. Results After several tests of machining, we managed to produce samples of very great quality (Figure.3), insofar as we managed to eliminate the central barb. The methodology developed, enabled us to control the machining of faces without barb and this in a rigorous way. The elimination of this singularity, which requires at the same time a logistics of performance and a looked after handling, means that the tool is regulated perfectly in the axis of the sample : it manages to remove the matter until the centre of the part, while being at the good height. The cut is, a fortiori, better and must give results of higher surface quality. By associating a tool correctly regulated, parameters and optimum conditions for cut and a suitable material, surface thus obtained must indeed be a mirror of what is the state of the machine and what happens exactly, during machining, in the cutting zone ; it is, indeed, by gathering all these parameters that the edge accurately recopies the relative movements between the tool and the sample on the machined surface.



Figure.3 A diamond-machined pure aluminium sample. Scanned area with an objective (x10) is about 700 µm x 530 µm. Notice smoothness of surface in this 99,9% pure aluminium, even though some impurities persist after cutting.
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3. Improving roughness and flatness 3.1. Defect analysis Observing the sample’s centre, for various spindle speeds, we noticed five lobes which converge towards the centre. These lobes are presented as angular sectors having a particular reflection of the light under a grazing angle, with the naked eye. Under the objective of an interferometry microscope (Mirau x10), these lobes adopt a geometrical configuration similar to a star (Figure.4).



Figure.4 For several rotating speeds, at the centre of the sample, we can observe five lobes converging to the central axis, having as a maximum amplitude 200 nm. The developed profile contributes to specify the defect’s dimensions, its geometrical configuration and defines the circular flatness. Always made of five sectors, and not having any symmetry, the distribution is random and without any regularity. This irregularity of the surface, whose maximum amplitude does not exceed 0,2 µm, appears especially as a defect deteriorating the finish quality. Considering the size of the objective used (analysed zone of 700 µm over 530 µm), the microscope cannot give us any information as for the real extent of these lobes, we suppose that they attenuate while moving away from the centre or whereas they " are embedded " in the flatness of the part and we are not able any more to distinguish them clearly. Our first observations were related to the localisation of the defect ; indeed, we noticed that the lobes were well distinguished when surface was of a rather good quality. We suspected at the beginning a defect of beat on the axis Z, axis carrying the spindle. Only, as well as the geometry analysis of the lobes as their provision undoubtedly eliminate this first assumption. It should be added that tests of stability of positioning were carried out on axis Z, to see whether control followed the quality of reading and positioning of the optical encoder. We sought to identify the origin of the defect starting from illustrations in studies interested by the accuracy of the spindles and its impact on the geometrical quality of the machined surfaces. At the very outset, the corrugated form that we called "star", also called “scallop marks”, would be the result of a combination of a residual facial movement (face motion)and of an asynchronous movement of the spindle [KHA 98]. Indeed, a facial movement combines the simultaneous effects of a residual axial movement and an angular movement [BRY 90].
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Residual face motion (Figure.5) determines the quality of circular flatness that can be achieved when facing. What is commonly called “face runout”, is a result of two combined errors motion : an angular (or tilt) motion and a residual axial motion.



Figure.5



When facing a sample, secondary unwanted motions include face motion, which combines axial and angular motion.



Later, with various spindle speeds allowed to note that the singularity found in the centre of the machined samples had proven to be asynchronous ; that means that its aspect remained unchanged for several rotational frequencies, the five lobes, were always laid out in different angular sectors and not having any obvious or remarkable symmetry (this is especially suitable for the improving tests, because it allows us to machine samples at any rotating frequency). The asynchronous movement (Figure.6) make that the undulations are not distributed in a regular way on 360° : there is not a perfect repeatability from a revolution to another. 6a.



asynchronous motion 6b.



Figure.6 The relation between the asynchronous movement and the roughness obtained on a machined surface: case a. has the theoretical completion for an ideal cut without asynchronous movement ; case b. the effect of an asynchronous movement on roughness in statement, ideal cut. 3.2. Adjusting the harmonics on the detectors control loop By applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the signals issued from the detectors, it is possible to highlight the harmonics of the movement of the rotor shaft. Thanks
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to the harmonics electronic-compensation, we can weaken and even to remove them, and improve consequently motion accuracy of the rotor. By observing the detectors response for an imposed ideal rotating signal, we found that the signal included several irregularities. A spectra analysis, in this case, is suitable to shell real frequencies in the response signal. The comprehension of the defect geometry visible on the sample’s centre, allowed us to remark, on the axial detector’s response, a great domination of the fifth harmonic frequency, for several rotating speeds of the spindle (Figure.7).
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Figure.7 The initial frequency spectra of the axial detector (rotating frequency = 2000 rpm ≈33,33 Hz) ; the highest peak corresponds to the fifth harmonic frequency and so the number of the lobes on the star defect. The maximum noted peak’s amplitude was about 95 nm (so a face beat of 190 nm), which is closely the amplitude of the scallop marks developed profile.
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This results from a bad regulation on the electronic correction of the detector response. By means of electronic cards, on the spindle control loop, allowing the adjustment of sinus and cosine on the detector signal, we can attenuate the amplitude of the excitation for the corresponding harmonic frequency. After this first adjustment, the same pure aluminium sample was machined at a determined but random rotating speed (N = 1400 rpm) and the centre was analysed under the microscope’s objective. The obtained result is a new configuration star with 7 lobes and a notable once-perrevolution defect. This is due to the fact that the maximum amplitude of the new defect is lesser than the initial one (Figure.8) and leads to confirm that the origin of the defect is a combination of a residual face motion and a tilt error.



Figure.8 The new defect is a seven lobes-star characterised by a maximum amplitude of about 120 nm and a spatial frequency of 80 µm, at a specific radius from the centre.
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So, we supposed that attenuating the seventh harmonic amplitude to a very low value and the correction of the tilt error, must induce us to remove the hole defect. A filtering procedure was carried out on the soft of the microscope in order to predict the machining result after errors adjustment. By applying a low pass filter on the new defect’s topography, corresponding to the spatial frequency of the corrugated form (i.e. 80 µm), we obtain a better circular flatness but still including a harmonic defect (Figure.9). The profile map reveals an undulation of the eighth order with a maximum amplitude of about 60 nm.



Figure.9 The filtered defect becomes an eight lobes-star with a maximum amplitude of about 60 nm, at the same specific radius from the centre. Before adjusting the seventh harmonic to its lowest level, we first examined the dynamic balancing between the front and the back bearings in order to attenuate the observed defect, corresponding to a typical unbalanced spindle. We also crossed some work which was interested in the study of the geometrical defects obtained on plane surfaces machined in turning of ultraprecision. Others sought to reduce or rather compensate for these defects by mechanisms and correction systems in real time [HOR 95]. 3.3. Effect of unbalance Unbalance of the rotating elements introduces a once-per-revolution sinusoidal force with maximum amplitude varying as the square of the spindle speed, in a rotating sensitive direction. Back bearing



Front bearing



Figure.10 The detectors configuration for the front and the back bearings ; it is possible to vary the iron’s gap and so translate the rotor in any direction by adjusting the current.
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In fact, the spindle motion is never perfect, even if it is sustained by a magnetic field. It is preferable to remake from time to time dynamic balancing to ensure itself of the quality of rotation of the spindle. We tried to reduce the dynamic unbalance by attenuating, for each control axis, the amplitude of the vector resulting of the difference between each detector response and the reference. This permits to correct the awkward caused by the unbalance between the front bearing and the back bearing (Figure.10). The correction is made by adding the necessary mass in front and in the back in order to stabilise the whole movement, at the highest rotation speed. Signals trace are visualised by means of an oscilloscope. It is possible to soften the spindle behaviour, and so of the detector’s response, to a very low level, skimming the electronic noise of the control loop on each radial direction. We also found that if the structural loop (tool-holder + spindle + part) has non-linear and/or asymmetric compliance, unbalance may excite higher harmonic motions which lead to roundness and flatness errors [ANS 85]. After the dynamic balancing, the last adjustment concerned the correction of the undesirable effect caused by the seventh harmonic ; in deed, we obtained a relatively flat spectra diagram, including, nevertheless, an eighth order harmonic (Figure.11).
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Figure.11 The spectrum response of the axial detector after final adjustment of harmonics amplitude at 1400 rpm ≈ 23,33 Hz . The seventh order harmonic was attenuated to less than 5 nm, but the eighth harmonic persists as a 35 nm peak. Unfortunately, the control electronics of the spindle is limited, for the harmonics compensation, to the seventh order ; we noticed that, at different rotating speeds, the maximum amplitude for the eighth order harmonics never exceeds 35 nm for a particular rotating speed of 1400 rpm. Machining the sample with these last adjustments would give a close result.
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4. Conclusion After machining the same sample, we observed the centre and we found a new star with eight sectors. The defect was smoother (Figure.12) and coincides with our harmonics adjustment.



Figure.12



The final adjustment gave an eighth –order defect with very smooth undulations. Measured amplitude is about 75 nm which corresponds closely to the face beat obtained in the last spectrum graph.



The original requirements for this study were completed successfully. More important, the study created a valuable learning experience in improving spindle accuracy. To complete and validate the last results, a response repeatability study was carried out for the axial detector coupled to spindle thermal stability tests, and results confirmed the new performance of the our spindle. 5. Prospects for the study Unlike hydrostatic spindles, for a magnetic bearings spindle, it’s not the accuracy of machining the carrying surfaces which give the precision of rotation but rather the accuracy of the tracks of the detectors, located on the rotor. To have an accuracy of rotation on the spindle of about the hundredth of the micron, in the axial and radial directions, it is necessary : 1. to machine the tracks of the detectors with a higher accuracy ; we can reach in circularity and cylindricity approximately 0,1 µm ; 2. to have an actuating motor for the spindle, at a speed close to the natural frequency of radial controls, so that the harmonics defects cannot be recopied in full-scale. If we memorise the harmonics amplitude of the forces spectrum (resulting from measurement of the currents in the bearings), for various materials according to the cutting depth, it is possible to choose the precision of machining for a given surface finish and to have a real time compensation. It’s also projected to study the linear motor command’s parameters influence on the Z-axis stability during machining. This allows, not only, to improve the total flatness on machined flat samples, but also to achieve very accurate complex forms (spherical or aspherical).
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